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Tapestries as floor art
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Textile artist Brita Been produces powerful work, rooted in Art Deco,
Bauhaus and functionalism, with close ties to folk art. Chinese ornamentation, Scandinavian cloud patterns and classic checks can all be
found in her woven tapestry. "We have plenty of ‘bragder’ in Norway:
tavlebragd, krokbragd, sjonbragd and rosebragd, all techniques.
Skybragd, though, is a cloud pattern. One day I would like to weave a
rosebragd, but as a design pattern instead of a technique."
T HE WOR K ON BR ITA BEEN’S
‘oppstadvev’, a warp-weighted loom with

an upright warp, is currently patterned with
roses. Not rosebragd, but a depiction of rose
embroidery. The idea came from the stitching on the stocking part of a Telemark folk
costume. This work is a huge wall textile for
a senior citizens’ home in Bø in Telemark.
Brita Been, on the whole, thinks of her
tapestries as floor art, in terms of quality,
composition, patterning, form and colour.
This piece is definitely for the wall. However
it is art wherever it is going.
Telemark has a rich costume tradition,
with amazing embroidery. So as to have
more of a sense of the locality, she studied a
range of details in the folk costumes.
– Stockings with highly colourful stitching on vadmal, sewn on to knitted sections,
caught my attention immediately. It was
harder than I thought, though. Those kind
of patterns are complete. Nothing more can
be added.
She resolved this by sectioning off,
recomposing and adjusting the form, then
enlarging the pattern she was working with,
to 190 x 430 cm.
There are close on 30 shades in this tapestry.
A lot for her to stay true to herself, she said.
Mostly she works with a few, strong shades
combined with black. The black brings out
the brilliance in the colour.
She dyes all her own yarn, except black,
with Zenit dyes. The weft is a thick twoply rya yarn of wool from the Norwegian
Spelsau sheep, produced by Hoelfeldt
Lund (Norsk Kunstvevgarn). When dyeing
yarn in light or bright shades, the yarn is
bleached optical white before dyeing. For
darker dyes, she uses half-bleached woollen
yarn.
top left / Black and white, 250 x 250 cm.
top right / Reconstruction 1, 245 x 245 cm.
below left / Sense of Order, 230 x 310 cm.
below / Mosaic fair, 195 x 195 cm.

12.5 ends/10 cm is the sett she uses for her
thick black linen warp. However, she had just
tested a black woollen warp yarn from Hoelfeldt Lund and showed us a woven example.
The result was most satisfactory, so a woollen
warp could be an option in the future.
BR ITA BEEN T R A I NED at the Oslo
State Teacher Training College in design –
shaft-loom and tapestry weaving. Alongside
her artistic practice, she has held the position of tutor in weaving for 20 years. Traditional weave technique forms the backbone
of her expertise. She knows things inside
out, how to weave what, which qualities
have been traditionally used.
From this, she has developed her own
utterly unique form language and her
own tapestry/åklesmett squared tapestry
variation. Her tapestries are woven in an
interlocking technique, where the wefts are
passed around each other at colour changes.
She does it her own way.
– With the first tapestry I wove, I interlocked each pick in vertical lines. I found it
became too dense. Subsequently, I worked
out a method still used by me for weaving,
where every third pick is interlocked.
She sat herself at the loom to demonstrate.
When securing the yarn, she divides it and
threads the tails along the warp, in the same
colour field as that of the yarn.
Even if the split yarn is threaded back
through the same “channel”, it is still split.
It then takes up less space. Details that
contribute to the whole. Experience that
makes for quality. Skill that produces the
finished result.
HER WOR K IS R EV ER SIBL E . The
same on both sides. This is good, she pointed
out, for a carpet, since the weaving is more
durable. Finishes are flatwoven, with the
ends threaded back in. For vertical lines, she
interlocks, as mentioned above, on every
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"It is based on
Norwegian tapestry
and åkle tradition,
no less and no more."
third pick. With rounded forms or slanting
diagonals, the weft shifts without interlocking if the angle is not too steep.
Her warp-weighted loom, ordered through
Husfliden, was made in Drammen, near
Oslo. Weights are suspended behind, making it easy to adjust the warp tension.
– A vertical warp means I get a good overview and see the motif straight in front. To
start with, I wove on a horizontal warp, but
this is much better.
BR ITA SAYS SHE H A S A LWAYS H A D

‘floor’ in mind. She began weaving at the
end of the 1960s. Then it was rag rugs. Later
came twill carpets in hemp and sisal. The
first woollen carpets, which she showed us
in pictures, were from the beginning of the
1990s, strongly influenced by a trip to Africa, where she saw guinea fowl and zebras.
The strong graphic patterning attracted her
attention. Some feathers she took home with
her were enlarged in a photocopier. These,
with zebra inspired stripes, were made into
collage like compositions for designs. The tapestries were then woven in black and white,
or vibrant colours with dynamic contrasts.
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HER “WOV EN MOSA IC S” were inspired
by ornamental flooring in St. Mark’s Basilica in
Venice. Built up geometrically with repeating units. Floor decor in wool from flooring
of stone.
In another series, closely linked to functionalism, pattern design for ceramic applied
arts developed by Norway's first woman
industrial designer, Nora Guldbrandsen,
became transformed into tapestry design.
SQUA R E S A ND CHECK S are ever
present in Brita’s form language, one way or
another. Collage as in the above mentioned
tapestries got squared off, the woven mosaics are based on squares and checks play
the lead in a series she calls Repetitions. Brita
showed us some of her sketchwork, where
she had experimented with the placing of
the checks, their size, inherent relationship
and colouring.
– Squares have always fascinated me. In
fact I could stay with squares the rest of my
life.
The stricter, orderly tapestries are now
complemented by those with a more organic
form language, inspired from the Far East.

On four separate occasions, 2002, 2004,
2006 and 2008, Brita went to China to take
part in the show, From Lausanne to Beijing.
That was where she saw the natural forms
stonecarved in marble. Photographs she
took were stored for future reference. Some
years passed before her ideas ripened into
designs.
– When I was a student in the 1970s, we
visited the Museum of Decorative Arts and
Design in Oslo, where I saw several cushions with the Skybragd cloud pattern woven
in Norwegian tapestry technique. The
design fascinated me. Nearly 40 years later,
when working up my Chinese photographs
and making sketches with cloud patterns,
I remembered those objects. The name,
Skybragd, became meaningful to me.
She read Ernst Fisher’s Från Granatäpple
till skybragd (From Pomegranate to Cloud
Pattern) and Agnes Geijer’s A History of

top right / Skybragd /red, Chinese cloud/red, 2013,
245 x 245 cm.
top left / Traditional Scandinavian skybragd.
below / Chinese natural forms stonecarved in marble.

top / Weft beaten down with a fork. centre / Weft interlocked every third pick. below / Securing the weft. right / Brita Been weaving on her latest work.
below right / Sketchwork. below / ‘Oppstadvev’, a warp-weighted loom with an upright warp seen from behind.

Textile Art, which made sense of the
historical landscape. The pattern forms in
Scandinavian skybragd are derived from
Oriental patterns that had arrived in the
Nordic countries, from the palmette/pomegranate patterns, evolving into the skybragd
cloud patterns.
– Once upon a time the pattern forms
came from the east, I travelled there and
now they are back – as interpreted by me.
This visual language made a return
journey, as she says, to end up finally as
enlarged, colourful cloud formations in the
series she actually calls Skybragd/Chinese
Cloud.
Though she is mindful of where the roots
of her technique lie:
– It is based on Norwegian tapestry and
åkle tradition, no less and no more.
Skybragd/ocra was shown for the first time
at her solo show in Larvik, 2012, some
twenty kilometres from her home and studio in Porsgrunn.
Her work was very well received: excellent
reviews, two tapestries sold, a private commission, a show at Oslo’s Gallery SOFT.
Moreover, she got selected by a jury to do
the commission of the large format “rose
embroidery” weaving for the senior citizens'
home in Telemark.

SELECTED NORWEGIAN
‘BRAGDER’
and English counterpar ts:
TAVLEBR AGD
Monks' belt
KROKBR AGD
bound rosepath
S JONBR AGD
dukagång warpways float design
SKILLBR AGD
entered opphämta /Småland
weave/complex overshot
ROSEBR AGD
rosepath with alternating picks of
plain weave
Source: Nordisk textilteknisk terminologi
Strömberg/Geijer/Hald/Hoffmann
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